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Abstract 
Online advertisement is an increasing business at the Internet and it continuously grows together with the 
expanding use of Internet services. There are often a gap between the economical understanding in a business 
and the technical implementation. The lack of understanding between the different directions often results in 
software that has not been fully worked out. 
 

With this thesis there has been focus on knowing what the market needs in form of an online advertising 
software and creating an implementation that would fully support the technical platform that the visitors have 
today. By knowing the requirements and possibilities from both of these worlds we could create a very effective 
software implementation for advertisement online. 
 
The overall idea with this thesis was to research the current market, the need of advertisement solutions and then 
develop a program fulfilling these requirements so that it would fit into a current affiliate program solution at 
Ongame E-solutions AB. 
 
The background of how affiliates work together with companies in general is described in this report. The price 
indication and traffic statistics for the different price models are also described. IP addresses, the Internet 
Protocol and description of geographical data related to this is described in the report to give an understanding 
for the research and what results we want to achieve. 
 
The report includes a theoretical review of several of the biggest online advertising companies and their 
technical solutions. The report also include a technical description of the software implementation of the Online 
Advertisement Management Program (OAMP) that was developed to handle the presentation of the statistical 
results but that also focus on the business relationship against the affiliate and the visitors themselves. The 
review further describes the environment and requirements for the existing online advertisement programs to 
give the background for the stated target. 
 
Our statistical research of how the visitors’ technical setup look like show that it is necessary to have an 
advertising solution also for the browsers without Flash support. The report gives an example of a JavaScript 
code that is able to detect Flash support in both the web browser Internet Explorer and the web browser Firefox. 
 
The affiliate would with the OAMP implementation get to use software that both lessen the burden with 
requirement of technical skills and related decisions. It would also minimize the manual work of continuously 
reviewing how the visitors react on the presented advertisement. Further, the visitors would get more accurate 
information presented through the advertisements that would hopefully change the thought of the annoying 
irrelevant ads to the thought of marketing material that often could present a relevant service or a related product. 
 
The results from a real life test with the OAMP implementation is compared to a traditional static view of the 
advertisements. The conclusion from the real life tests shows that by using the OAMP we got a significantly 
higher click through rate at the same set of banners compared to when using the traditional advertisement 
program. 
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1 Introduction 
For Internet based companies with a platform on the Internet the importance of a brand presence online is just as 
crucial as the idea and the service itself. Exposing your brand to reach potential visitors and keep track of 
network information is therefore a necessary part of running an Internet based company today. 
 
The different techniques for successful branding and marketing are numerous. A solution for Internet marketing 
where you take advantage of the today’s technical possibilities to get a good result could be very effective. To 
cover the important parts in such a solution requires that you to know the technical limitations and possibilities 
in the global networks and also know how the Internet infrastructure works but also how the client side performs. 
 
These kinds of technical solutions would make it possible to track the advertisement and visitor statistics in real 
time and thereby put the advertiser in a huge advantage compared to when using traditional blind marketing 
methods. This type of network tracking combined with traffic analyze technique with adaptive learning 
regarding efficient click through and successful leads or sales would be yet an advantage. 
 
The existing solutions today often tend to have several drawbacks when it comes to capability for different setup 
on the client computers. In this work we will try to show that it is possible to make a compatible but still 
valuable solution for online advertisement management. 
 

1.1 Problem statement 
The main concerns in this report are to find a technical solution that would work for most types of visitors 
without regard to the technical setup at the same time as it has to be possible to gather statistics and direct 
visitors correctly. The required work from the advertisement publisher (the affiliate) should also be minimized. 
 
In this thesis work we will look into how to retrieve accurate geographical data for website visitors and how to 
implement this in a real life application to benefit from this in an otherwise anonymous environment. Another 
concern discussed in this report is how the geographical data in the best way should be combined with other 
technical solutions to improve click through and visitor targeting. 
 
The theoretical possibilities and solutions would be researched and reviewed to decide what the best solutions 
would be. The theoretical part will be complemented with a practical real life software implementation. By 
creating a real life software we would be able to see what the improvements really are to be able to draw 
concrete conclusions. Ongame E-Solutions AB is also interested in using this for their live environment. 
 

1.2 Objectives 
The main objective with this thesis report is to find out what technical solutions that could be used to analyze 
banner statistics and visitors behaviour at the same time as it supports the most common technical setup. This 
way we also want to increase the accuracy of directed advertisement to a specific geographical target group of 
visitors on the Internet. The technical solutions include a research of how the distribution for IP addresses and 
related geographical data together could improve the existing techniques. 
 
To be able to test the different techniques an Online Advertisement Management Program (OAMP) will be 
developed to handle specific promotion material. This implementation will be used to see the advantages and 
disadvantages with different solutions. 
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1.3 Work that has been done 
This thesis has meant a lot of theoretical research of the different techniques used today. Advertisement 
programs on the market have been reviewed and the technical solutions have been evaluated to see which would 
work the best in this environment. Also real life statistics have been analyzed to see what the environment really 
is within the target group of visitors. 
 
This thesis work also meant a lot of programming since we wanted a real life application that would be able to be 
used in a live environment after the finished project. This meant that everything from the back end to an 
understandable front end had to be implemented. The implementation was made in PHP, JavaScript and HTML 
in a Linux environment with a MySQL database. The Smarty template engine1 was used for building the 
graphical user interface in HTML. 
 
The implementation of the software resulted in nearly 60 000 lines or more than 2.4 million characters of PHP 
code. 
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2 Research, background and conditions 
This section describes the background and conditions for the online advertising both from a technical and a 
business perspective. Together this gives the conditions for which relationship the company has against their 
advertisers and affiliates. It also gives the technical conditions for how the implementation of the master thesis 
idea has to work. 

2.1 Affiliates 
Most of the online advertising companies do not own their own advertising areas. They instead often use a big 
network of homepage owners to which they have an established business relationship, so called affiliates. The 
business model’s main idea is that the affiliates reserve an advertising space, a predefined part of the webpage 
specified by a number of pixels, where they let the companies that want to market themselves or their products 
pay for the marketing. 
 
For the best results it is very important that the advertisement matches the content and thereby also matches the 
target group of visitors. The main work when publishing advertisements as an affiliate are to keep the banner 
material up to date and make sure that visitors respond well to the advertisement, otherwise the affiliate 
manually would have to exchange it for a new ad and restart the process to evaluate that instead. 

2.1.1 Affiliate and advertiser relationship 
The affiliate and advertiser relationship is really a traditional example where you seek a win, win situation. If the 
affiliate delivers “good traffic” (giving the advertisers what they want) the advertiser is most probable to 
appreciate the value of the business deal and would therefore be more willing to put more efforts (money) into 
maintaining a good business relationship. The visitors to the affiliate website would also find the website more 
giving since if they see related advertisement it is a bigger chance that they see this as a way to find relevant 
information matching their interests rather than just a bunch of blinking and annoying ads. 

2.1.2 Price indication and software verification of the statistics 
The price range for the advertising space differs a lot but the main factors that is taken into consideration is the 
number of daily/monthly unique visitors on the webpage where the ad will be viewed, the placement of the ad on 
the webpage and the category of the webpage content.  
 
High cost advertising would for example be at a webpage with a great number of unique visitors, placement of 
the banner in the top of the webpage (visible directly without scrolling down) in a category where there are good 
margins per lead or sale; for instance in online gambling, online currency trading (FOREX) or within banking 
and loans. 
 
The affiliate’s website would often be individually considered and reviewed by the advertiser. Interesting aspects 
for the advertiser would be what kind of visitors the website has. The more details the affiliate has about his 
visitors regarding e.g. geographical origin, age group, interests and income, the easier it would be to find the best 
advertiser. 
 
The indicated website statistics would in many cases need to be backed up by the affiliate with visitor logs and 
preferably also third part software solutions such as web counters2. 

2.1.3 Technical solutions for traffic statistics and belonging price model 
There are several different technical solutions of how to track the results. This conforms into a price model that 
the advertiser wants. What price model that is the best should be considered from deal to deal. The most 
common payment models are described below. 
 
Cost per thousand impressions (CPM). The “M” represents the Roman numeral for one thousand. Impressions 
are counted for each banner views for the visitor. The impressions could also be defined as a view for unique 
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visitors during a specific time period. The advertiser probably wants to strengthen their brand and therefore pays 
per each impression. This could be a good model if the clicks on the banners are not crucial to the success of the 
marketing campaign. 
 
Cost per click (CPC). The advertiser would pay a specified amount for each click on an ad. The deal could also 
say that the visitor has to be unique per day, month or any other time period. This price model is widely used in 
today’s advertising networks. The advertiser probably wants to expose their brand with a built in certainty that 
the visitors notices their advertisement.  
 
Cost per time (CPT). This price model is placement of an ad on a webpage according to a predefined deal and 
gives a fixed cost for a period of time. When there are no specific promises about traffic generated through the 
banner it is normally possible to lower the costs. This model could be used for exposing a brand and making 
deals for a longer time period where development and possibility for increased traffic to the site is considered. 
 
Cost per action (CPA). The advertiser would pay for each predefined action that the supplied visitors 
(customers) does. The payment could for example, when talking about poker sites, be defined and triggered 
when a visitor registers an account on the advertiser’s site and deposits money into the player account and plays 
a number of rounds by the table. This would grant the advertiser an average of money generated back for each 
price. A CPA could include both a CPL and a CPS. This model is often preferred when a stable relationship with 
the visitor has high value to the advertiser. 
 
Cost per lead (CPL). The advertiser would pay for an action that is initiated by the visitor, connecting her or him 
to the advertiser’s business. This could for example be some sort of subscription that gives the advertiser 
individual information such as name, e-mail address or phone number. This model could be successful if the 
advertiser wants to build a long term relationship with the visitors. 
 
Cost per sale (CPS). Payment would be made by the advertiser for each generated sale. The payment could be 
either a fixed amount per sale or a percentage of the sale. A sale could for example be a company running an 
online web shop that want to pay for results. An agreement with payment per sale would be a safe way to market 
both their website with the shop and their products. 
  
When using CPA, CPL or CPS as Ongame E-Solutions AB does for their affiliate relationship you do not have 
to consider where the banners are exposed from an economical perspective since you only pay for the results. 

2.2 Advertisement online 

2.2.1 Surfing the Internet 
When you surf around on the Internet on different web pages you nowadays can not avoid being presented with 
all kind of different advertisement material. This advertisements is often a way for the website owner to fund 
their activity without charging for the access itself. 
 
The prediction made by the Institute for Advertising and Media Statistics (IRM)3 for economic investments in 
online advertising of the year 2005 was 1.6 billion SEK. The prognosis showed that during the first 8 months of 
the year 2005, 517 million SEK was spent on online banner advertisement4. 

2.2.2 Building a webpage 
The affiliate would normally need to have knowledge about how to build a webpage to be able to present the 
banner material. This basically means that the affiliate needs to know how to create a webpage using HyperText 
Markup Language (HTML)5 or at least how to use a (WYSIWYG – What You See Is What You Get6) program 
that outputs HTML code. 
 
The webpage could either be a static (only using HTML) webpage or be a dynamic webpage (using HTML 
combined with e.g. ASP or PHP). The server side programming languages ASP and PHP that often is used to 
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create dynamic content on web pages also output the web page data according to the HTML standard. It is the 
content presented with HTML that is dynamically changed e.g. with the help of connections to databases. 
 
The instructions used in HTML are called tags and are identified by the symbols < and >. An image tag, used to 
view an image for the visitor, could for instance look like this: 

<img src=”http://www.example.nu/fileName.jpg”> 

The < indicates the start of the tag. The img part defines that this is an image tag and the 
src=”http://www.example.nu/fileName.jpg” part defines where to find the source of the image. To indicate the 
end of the tag the symbol > is used. 

2.2.3 Presenting a webpage for the visitor 
When the visitor surfs to a specific Uniform Resource Locator (URL) the web browsers (normally) connects via 
TCP (Transfer Control Protocol) to the server IP address according to the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)7 
on the port 80 to retrieve the HTML code. 
 
In the request for the web page it is specified what domain name and file that was asked for (what domain name 
the visitor surfed to with the browser). The HTTP daemon (the software running at the web server to handle the 
HTTP requests) then performs a lookup in the configuration files to decide what content from the server file 
system that should be used in the respond. The file (containing e.g. the HTML code) is read and sent as output to 
the port where the HTTP connection was made. 
 
For each file presented on a web page a connection with a HTTP request is performed. The server responds with 
a header description, helping the web browser to decide what kind of file content that is received from the server, 
so the browser know how to handle, translate or parse it. 
 
The browser then for instance parses the response from the web server as HTML code (depending on the header 
description) into a graphical presentation that is viewed by the visitor. The call to the banner material is also 
provided within the HTML code and often presented with the help of img-tags that presents the banner image 
elements. 

2.2.4 Presenting banner material 
Often online advertisement programs provide their affiliates with online marketing material in form of banners 
or text links. The banners would be in either Flash8 or regular image format, e.g. GIF or JPEG. The banner 
material is then inserted on the affiliate web pages with static HTML code. If the advertiser updates their 
graphics or changes the available promotion material all the affiliates would have to update their web pages 
manually to present the new material. 
 
A much better way to handle the presentation of banner material would be if the advertiser itself could instantly 
change the content for presenting the banner dynamically for all affiliates at the same time as targeting the 
visitors and fulfilling the affiliates needs and wishes. This way no marketing material would be outdated and the 
advertiser would have full control over what is presented. 
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The features that a dynamically formed advertisement program would need is full support for the majority of the 
visitors’ computer setup, a central management tool to let the advertiser handle all the banner management and at 
the same time let the affiliate have possibility to control what among the available banner material that should be 
viewed, to get matching banners to the rest of the content they present on their web pages. 
 
Some bigger affiliates that use their own statistic tools might want to have full control over the presentation of 
the banner material and therefore it would probably be a good idea to also keep support for the static 
presentation. The advantages with the advertiser managed presentation of the banners would instead be presented 
to the affiliates with all the advantages that this means. 

2.2.5 Technical support 
All the graphical web browsers have built in support to view regular images. To have Flash support the user has 
to download a specific Flash plug-in to be able to view all the Flash files. This means that not all visitors to a 
web page could see a Flash file and therefore an online advertisement solution would need to be able to identify 
those visitors and choose a different technique to view the banners. Also the visitors without JavaScript9 support 
enabled have to be handled correctly. 
 

2.3 IP addresses 
Internet Assigned Name Authority (IANA) is the organization that primarily handles allocation of Internet 
address space. IANA allocates blocks of IP addresses to five different (one per continent) Regional Internet 
Registries (RIR) that in their turn reallocates the IP addresses e.g. to specific Local Internet Registries (LIRs) 
within the geographical region where the RIR is responsible.  
 
ARIN10 
American Registry for Internet Numbers. 
Responsible for the North America region.  

RIPE NCC11 
RIPE Network Coordination Centre. Responsible for 
Europe, the Middle East and parts of central Asia. 

APNIC12 
Asia Pacific Network Information Centre. 
Responsible for the Asia/Pacific region. 

LACNIC13 
Latin American and Caribbean Internet Addresses 

Registry. Responsible for the region of Latin 
America and some of the Caribbean Islands. 

AfriNIC14 
African Network Information Centre. Responsible for the Africa region. 

2.4 Source of geographical data 
In the RIR's online databases15 it is possible to find contact information associated with the specific allocated IP 
address block. From this contact information it is possible to read out the geographical data and thereby decide 
where the host with the specific IP geographically belongs. 
 
There are a few companies16 that have indexed all IPv4 address blocks and stored the information in databases. 
This makes it possible to lookup an IP address to e.g. a specific country, city or organization and also with some 
limited coverage the estimated connection speed. 
 

PIC1: Graphical overview of the responsibility for the RIRs. 
Source: http://www.afrinic.net/about.htm 
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2.5 The Internet Protocol 
One of the big problems identifying a unique host at the Internet and connecting it to a specific owner is caused 
by the usage of temporary IP addresses and that IP addresses are shared among hosts. 

2.5.1.1 IPv4 

The Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) addresses are 32-bit numbers, resulting in a theoretical maximum amount 
of 2^32 = 4 294 967 296 hosts. However the address space has in reality been allocated in large blocks which 
hinder an optimized utilization. This is a result of that the Internet growth was not foreseen in the early days of 
Internet when the number of connected computers was just a few. 

2.5.1.2 Why share IP addresses? 

Since the maximum number of available IP addresses in the IPv4 solution is strictly limited and the number of 
hosts connected to the Internet today is expanding fast it has become necessary to use Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) or Network Address Translation (NAT) and similar techniques for Internet 
Service Providers (ISP’s) and companies to share official IP addresses for a group of computers. The result of 
this is that it is not possible to identify a unique host just from the IP address. 

2.5.1.3 IPv6 

When the Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6), with addresses of 128-bit numbers, is fully introduced each 
computer could theoretically have their own dedicated IP address. This would give very good possibilities to 
identify a unique host. However companies would probably continue to use their NAT and firewall solutions to 
hide the end host’s real IP address as a step for limiting direct access to for example the workstations on an 
Intranet. 
 

3 Existing online advertisement solutions today 
The purpose with this section is to look into existing advertisement programs available on the market today to 
get an idea of what necessary features there are and also what the drawbacks are with these solutions. Technical 
aspects but also the general idea behind the advertisement program today will be reviewed to give a basic idea of 
what the market want and expects.  

3.1 Review points 

3.1.1 Name and history 
The name of the advertisement program is stated here and relations to the mother company are described when 
feasible. This part also gives an overview of the business model and basic company history.  

3.1.2 Technique 
This part describes of the technique behind the advertisement program and the technical solutions that is used to 
show the banners. 
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3.1.3 Cost and earning model 
This part describes what model that is used to debit the cost for the advertisement. 
 
CPM - Cost per thousands impressions/views 
CPC - Cost per click. 
CPT – Cost per time (cost per a fixed length of time period). 
CPA - Cost per action (includes both CPL and CPS). 

CPL - Cost per lead (cost per lead information, e.g. name, e-mail, phone etc.). 
CPS - Cost per sale (either a fixed amount per sale or a percentage of the sale). 

3.1.4 Size 
This describes the approximation of the size of the advertisement program. The main geographical coverage is 
also analyzed. 

3.1.5 Technical drawbacks 
If there are any specific drawbacks in the technical solutions used by these advertisement programs those will be 
discussed here. 
 

3.2 Programs included in this review 
1. TradeDoubler17 
2. Advertising.com18 
3. Google AdSense19 
4. Google AdWords20 
5. DoubleNet21 
6. Zanox22 

 

3.2.1 TradeDoubler 
http://www.tradedoubler.com 

3.2.1.1 Name and history 

TradeDoubler is a pure affiliate company founded in Sweden in the year 1999. Their business model consists of 
supplying the technical solutions for companies to buy online marketing. The idea is to debit a fixed amount 
every month from all the companies that does not have their own marketing program and instead uses 
TradeDoubler’s marketing program. TradeDoubler also take a percentage of the revenue share given to the 
affiliate for each click, lead or sale. 

3.2.1.2 Technique 

TradeDoubler use their own developed software solution to track clicks, leads and sales. Also the presentation of 
statistics is a part of the software solution that they have developed. The technical solutions consist of a broad 
variation e.g. a static view of single banners or text links, banner rotation programs and product feeds within 
specific categories.  

3.2.1.3 Cost and earning model 

- CPC 
- CPL 
- CPS 
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3.2.1.4 Size 

This is one of the biggest affiliate programs on the European market and probably also one of those with the 
most number of affiliates. 
 
This is the biggest affiliate company in Sweden and one of the biggest in the European market. TradeDoubler is 
active in the European market in the following countries: Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Norway, United Kingdom, 
Austria, Switzerland, Poland, Netherlands, Lithuania, Italy, Ireland, France, Spain, Germany and Belgium. 

3.2.1.5 Technical drawbacks 

It is up to the affiliate to decide what banner format that is to be used when presenting the advertisement on their 
webpage. Many of the advertisers on TradeDoubler have both regular image banners but some also only provide 
flash banners. 
 
If an affiliate chooses a Flash banner and the visitor with a browser without Flash support comes to the webpage 
no banner is viewed at all. This could result in unforeseen design bugs but primarily; the ad is not viewed and the 
affiliate and advertiser missed an opportunity to expose the ad. 
 
A similar problem occurs if the visitor decides to view the banner with JavaScript. If the browser does not have 
JavaScript support enabled the banner is not viewed at all. Again the affiliate and advertiser missed an 
opportunity to expose the ad. 
 
An additional point that is worth noting is that the webpage of TradeDoubler, http://www.tradedoubler.com, 
does not work correctly for affiliate publishers without JavaScript support enabled when logged in - no 
navigation menu is showed. 
 

3.2.2 Advertising.com 
http://www.advertising.com 

3.2.2.1 Name and history 

Advertising.com is an affiliate network active in the UK, US, France, Germany and Scandinavia. Each of the 
affiliates needs to have 250 000 page impressions per month and employ English as the primary language at the 
website. Advertising.com Adnetwork was bought by AOL in the year 2004. 

3.2.2.2 Technique 

Advertising.com uses a technique to check what ads that have had the overall best response and increases the 
view of those ads. No specific details are presented about the technical solutions used by Advertising.com. 

3.2.2.3 Cost and earning model 

- CPC 
- CPM 

3.2.2.4 Size 

Advertising.com is one of the biggest online advertisement companies and was in 2004 ranked at second place 
(after Yahoo!) in reach among ad-supported media properties. By the year of 2004 reached 106 million unique 
visitors. 

3.2.2.5 Technical drawbacks 

Advertising.com use banner of both regular image format and of Flash format in their banner rotations. The 
banners are normally viewed with the help of JavaScript. If the visitor does not have JavaScript support a regular 
image will be viewed without JavaScript. However if a visitor does not have Flash support in the browser and 
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the randomized banner happens to be of the Flash type, no banner is viewed. This results in that the ad is not 
viewed and the affiliate and advertiser missed the opportunity to expose the ad.  
 
An additional point that is worth noting is that the main webpage of Advertising.com, 
http://www.advertising.com, does not work correctly with browsers without JavaScript support. There are severe 
design bugs in the menu. 
 

3.2.3 Google AdSense 
http://www.google.com/adsense 

3.2.3.1 Name and history 

Google AdSense is the name of the affiliate program from Google. Google AdSense does not accept advertising 
on gambling related sites. 

3.2.3.2 Technique 

You receive a piece of JavaScript code from Google that presents the advertisement. 
 
Google AdSense uses a technique where they have a web crawler robot that scans the content of the webpage 
where the ads should be viewed. The robot gathers information (e.g. page title, domain name and web page file 
name) about the site and decides what category of advertisement that should be viewed on that particular web 
page. The exact science how Google AdSense decides what ads to show is confidential. 
 
One of the advantages with this technique is that the affiliates do not have to care about to choose an ad that fits 
the webpage content since is automatically chosen by Google. 

3.2.3.3 Cost and earning model 

- CPC 

3.2.3.4 Size 

Google AdSense has fast become one of the biggest affiliate programs on the global advertisement market. The 
fast growing size was not only thanks to the online market potential Google had with their search engine but it 
was also known to share a high percentage of the advertisement income with the affiliates. 
 
Also bigger Swedish sites e.g. Dagens Nyheter has recently started to use Google AdSense in their online 
newspaper articles. 
 
Affiliates are not allowed to use other content-targeted advertisements combined with Google AdSense. 

3.2.3.5 Technical drawbacks 

Google AdSense gives you no option to use anything else than JavaScript to present the banners. If a browser 
does not have JavaScript support enabled the banner is not viewed at all. This results in that the affiliate and 
advertiser missed their opportunity to expose the ad. 
 

3.2.4 Google AdWords 
http://www.google.com/adwords 

3.2.4.1 Name and history 

Google AdWords is the advertisement program from Google. AdWords was started in early 2002. Google 
AdWords does not accept advertisement for gambling related sites. 
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3.2.4.2 Technique 

You can decide whether you want to only target search engine result pages (“SERPS”) or also include 
advertisement at the Google AdSense affiliate web pages. 
 
This is an advertisement program where you pay per click for your ad. The payment program has features 
enabling you to specify an amount of money that you want to spend each day. The advertisement could either be 
a graphical banner or be text only. 

3.2.4.3 Cost and earning model 

- CPC 

3.2.4.4 Size 

The Google AdWords advertisement program is, according to Google, used by more than 150 000 businesses. 
The program supports more than 16 languages and is available in 180 countries. Both simplified and traditional 
Chinese dialects are supported. 

3.2.4.5 Technical drawbacks 

Has the same problem as Google AdSense but from the advertisers’ point of view. The advertiser could not reach 
visitors without JavaScript support enabled. This could especially be noticeable when an advertiser wants to 
direct their advertisement to a target group running a hand held computer or mobile phone since they often have 
none or limited JavaScript support. 
 

3.2.5 DoubleNet 
http://www.double.se 

3.2.5.1 Name and history 

The company DoubleNet started their affiliate program Double.se in the year 2004. Double.se has only affiliates 
and advertisers on the Swedish market. 

3.2.5.2 Technique 

DoubleNet use a traditional static HTML code or Flash to view their banners. They also use an impression 
tracker to register impression statistics. They however do not use the statistics to improve the click through or 
target specific visitors in any way. 

3.2.5.3 Cost and earning model 

- CPC 
- CPL 
- CPS 

3.2.5.4 Size 

Double.se is one of the smaller advertisement and affiliate programs. They however function as a complement to 
TradeDoubler on the Swedish market since they are cheaper and also accept marketing programs for smaller 
companies. The quality of their affiliates is mixed and there are primarily smaller sites that are marketing the 
Double affiliate program. 
 

3.2.5.5 Technical drawbacks 

At DoubleNet it is up to the affiliate to decide what banner format that should be used for presenting the 
advertisement on their webpage. 
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If the affiliate has chosen a flash banner and the visitor has no flash support in the browser the banner is not 
viewed at all. This could result in unforeseen design bugs but primarily; the ad is not viewed and the affiliate and 
advertiser missed an opportunity to expose the ad. 
 

3.2.6 Zanox 
http://www.zanox.de 

3.2.6.1 Name and history 

Zanox was founded in the year 2000 in Berlin, Germany. 

3.2.6.2 Technique 

Zanox use a traditional static HTML code and JavaScript to view their banners and advertising elements.  

3.2.6.3 Cost and earning model 

- CPC 
- CPL 
- CPS 
- CPM 
- CPT 

3.2.6.4 Size 

One of the biggest affiliate companies in the European market. Active in Australia, Austria, Belgium, China, 
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom and USA. 
Got a network of over 200 000 affiliates. 

3.2.6.5 Technical drawbacks 

At Zanox it is up to the affiliate to decide what advertisement format that should be used. If the affiliate decides 
to view the banner with JavaScript and the visitor’s browser does not have JavaScript support the banner is not 
viewed at all. This results that the affiliate and advertiser missed an opportunity to expose the ad. 
 
An additional point that is worth noting is that the main webpage of Zanox, http://www.zanox.de, gives an error 
if visited without JavaScript Support: “Error 404 
HTTP Web Server: Lotus Notes Exception - File does not exist”. This gives quite a good hint that the developers 
of this advertising program has not considered the fact that there actually are some visitors without JavaScript 
support. 

3.2.7 General comments about smaller advertisement programs 
Some affiliate programs just provide a static text link to the affiliate. In this solution it is up to the affiliate itself 
to create graphics, present different temporary graphics for promotions and other solutions. In these systems 
there are often a static html code used and therefore the graphics are often outdated which results in a bad 
updated marketing presentation and therefore also bad click through and sales. 

3.2.8 Conclusions and comments about the review 
It is remarkable that none of the six reviewed advertisement programs has complete support for viewing banner 
material without more or less serious drawbacks. 
 
This further strengthen the task to make sure that the OAMP project will focus on to have full support for all 
visitors regardless if they have support for JavaScript, Flash or just regular images. 
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3.2.8.1 Flash support and statistics 

According to Macromedia23 there was an overall support of 98% for Flash in the beginning of 2002. This was 
before the Mozilla Foundation was established24 and before Firefox had taken noticeable shares from the Internet 
Explorer, as seen in the charts below. 
 
According to WebSideStory, Inc.25 only 94% of the web surfers world wide with Netscape/Firefox has Flash 
support. By these statistics there is a 6% chance that the visitor does not have Flash support if the visitor is a 
Firefox user. 
  
As seen in the charts from WebSideStory, Inc.26 below the usage of Firefox was at almost 7% at the 29th of April 
2005 for the U.S. market. In Germany almost 23% were using Firefox at the same time. The conclusions from 
this are that it is most crucial to have support for none Flash advertisement when targeting the German market. 
 

 

 

 

 
These charts above show statistics presented by WebSideStory, Inc. to show the usage of Firefox in the U.S. and 
Germany respectively. 
 

Firefox/Mozilla usage in the U.S. presented by WebSideStory, Inc. 

Firefox/Mozilla usage in Germany presented by WebSideStory, Inc. 
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The statistics below shows the browser usage for Mozilla/Firefox (Gecko Core) among the 53 million visitors to 
the Swedish TV guide website www.tv.nu. 99.4% of those 53 million visitors are from Sweden. 

 
 

3.2.8.2 JavaScript support and statistics 

The statistics presented below shows the support for JavaScript among the 53.3 million visitors to the Swedish 
TV guide website www.tv.nu. 99.4% of those 53.3 million visitors are from Sweden. 

 
 
 
These statistics shows that there are only as little as 0.11% that does not have JavaScript enabled. However, for 
each 100 000 visitors this would still mean 110 visitors that does not see the JavaScript advertisement. In a year 
that together could still become quite a lot of unnecessary loss. Handling lack of Flash support is otherwise the 
main concern that needs to be focused on. 
 

3.2.8.3 Mobile/Hand held JavaScript support 

Even though that the following statistics by no mean represents a global selection of mobile or hand held device 
users this could at least give a hunch about how big the (lack of) JavaScript support is. 
 
This is a graph over the visitors with and without JavaScript support on mobile and hand held devices measured 
at the Swedish Weather website http://mob.vaderlek.se – a site specifically developed for mobile phones. 

 

 
These statistics have been gathered with StatCounter27 to see the JavaScript support on a dedicated mobile phone 
website. The statistics are measured on 3555 unique visitors during the months November and December 2005. 
This shows that about 44% of the mobile and hand held visitors do not have JavaScript support. 
 

JavaScript support statistics from mob.vaderlek.se for hand held and mobile visitors gathered by 
StatCounter  

JavaScript support statistics from www.tv.nu gathered by Extreme Tracking. 

Firefox/Mozilla usage from www.tv.nu gathered by Extreme Tracking. 
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The conclusion from this is that the current advertising programs from Google, not supporting other than 
JavaScript ads, have to become remarkably better, in regard of technical platform support, before being 
implemented on websites with content for mobile phones and hand held devices. 
 
Also the advertisement programs that do not have automatically detection of browsers without JavaScript will 
have to reconsider the presentation of advertisements to fully support ads to all visitors as e.g. the use of hand 
held devices continues to increase. 
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4 The OAMP concept 
The foundation of OAMP is that the advertisement manager from a central position has full control over the 
published advertisement at all times. This is to prevent outdated promotions and also used for tracking statistics 
about what campaigns that are most profitable and receives the most attention among the visitors. 
 
The OAMP is implemented to work together with a stand alone affiliate tracking software. The OAMP forwards 
traffic to an existing solution of tracker URL’s that in turn keeps track of signups (sales) or leads. Since the 
OAMP just take care of viewing the marketing material online and forwards the visitor to the current system it is 
also the stand alone affiliate tracking software itself that continue to track the end results 
 
All of the reviewed existing advertisement programs today hand over unnecessary technical decisions on the 
affiliate. Since the technical knowledge is very varied among the affiliates this is a step that could be beneficial 
to exclude. Choosing the wrong banner type or wrong programming language (JavaScript or HTML) to view the 
banner could, as the review earlier in this report has shown, have serious results on the outcome. The decision to 
choose what kind of banner type and what programming language that should be used to display the banner on 
the webpage is just a technical issue to reach the real goal; publishing the banner. 
 
In the OAMP system the need to choose a specific banner type or a specific programming language to view the 
advertisement has been eliminated. It is instead the OAMP system itself that chooses the best available solution 
for exposing the ad for the visitor depending on the browser setup and plug-in availability. 
 
By keeping track of what banner material, category, language and brand that is most successful, in terms of click 
through and impression efficiency, the advertiser would be able to focus future resources, such as creating 
banner material or exposing special promotions and campaigns, at the best solutions. 
 
The OAMP system would use the collected data with clicks, geographical origin and banners to automatically 
choose the best matching advertisement for that visitor. The best matching advertisement is chosen depending on 
the geographical origin and earlier behaviour from similar users. The idea is to minimize the work for both the 
affiliate and the advertiser but still receive as good results as possible. 
 

4.1 Concept overview 
The overview below describes how the system is designed. 
 

 
The affiliate retrieves the banners publish code from the affiliate program and publish it at the affiliate webpage. 
The visitor arrives at the affiliate webpage that contains a published banner from the OAMP. The OAMP 
retrieves updated banner material from the OAMP ACS (OAMP Admin Control System). 
 
The advertiser administrates the affiliate program. The campaigns and original banner materials in the OAMP 
ACS are first imported from the affiliate program. The banner and campaign material are administered by the 
advertiser via the OAMP ACS. The OAMP ACS import geographic IP information. 
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The OAMP controls what banner material that is showed at the affiliate webpage. The OAMP gathers statistics 
about the visitor from the affiliate webpage via the banner. The advertiser could read statistics via the OAMP 
ACS gathered by the OAMP. 
 

4.2 Technical description of the implementation 

4.2.1 The affiliate part 
The affiliate would put a (JavaScript) code, supplied by the advertiser, on the webpage with parameters chosen 
by the affiliate to decide what the characteristics of the banner would be.  
 
The characteristics that are specified contain information about the size of the banner, preferred category, 
preferred language, preferred brand and tracker ID’s for each of the brands. It is all up to the affiliate to choose 
what he or she prefers. 
 
When the affiliate has chosen what characteristics to be used for that specific banner all that needs to be done is 
to implement the code on the webpage with the rest of the HTML code. 

4.2.2 Viewing the advertisement 
When a visitor comes to the website where the OAMP advertisement is published the JavaScript will be called 
remotely. The JavaScript will be stored at the advertiser’s web servers making it possible to maintain and update 
this continuously without the need for specific change on thousands of affiliates web pages. 

4.2.2.1 JavaScript support 

If the visitor does not have support for JavaScript in the browser a pure HTML code will call the banner directly 
with supplied parameters. According to previous seen statistics this invokes on about 0.1% of the visitors. We 
are with this solution still able to always show a banner and also store statistics about the visitor due to the call to 
the dynamically created banner image. 

4.2.2.2 Flash detection 

The browsers support for Flash is also checked with the help of a JavaScript code. The fact that Flash support is 
checked with the help of JavaScript is not a problem since if JavaScript is not supported it would not be possible 
to use anything else than regular images for the banner. If the visitor does not have Flash support in the browser 
a regular image banner is retrieved from the OAMP collection of banner material to be viewed. 
 
Below you can see the JavaScript code that is used to decide if the browser has Flash support or not. 

 
 

function checkFlashSupport() { 
  if (navigator.plugins && navigator.mimeTypes.length) { 
    var flash = navigator.plugins["Shockwave Flash"]; 
    return flash && flash.description; 
  } 
  else if (window.ActiveXObject) { 
    try { 
      var flash = new ActiveXObject("ShockwaveFlash.ShockwaveFlash"); 
      return true; 
    } 
    catch(e) { 
      return false; 
    } 
  } 
  else { 
    return false; 
  } 
} 
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4.2.2.3 Remote call 

The call to the banner initiates a remote call to the advertiser’s server. The remote call performs a lookup in the 
database among earlier statistics matching the geographic origin of the current visitor. The lookup will make sure 
that all existing banners among the available publishing material have been viewed. If there are old banner 
material that has not been viewed or new material that has been added those banners will be weighted and 
preferred to be viewed go get statistical data available to make future decisions from. 
 

4.2.3 Clicking the advertisement 
When a visitor click at the advertisement he is sent to a page which stores information from the specific visit 
regarding e.g. the banner id and tracker id, checking further log settings to see if anything else should be stored, 
setting a cookie and retrieving the forwarding URL. After this procedure, that happens just in a matter of a 
second the visitor is automatically forwarded to the destination URL depending on the brand, tracker and 
category. 
 
When the visitor is forwarded to the destination URL he or she has left the OAMP and been handed over to the 
main site of the advertiser. The task of the OAMP has now been completed. 
 
By setting a cookie during the forwarding process for each visitor it is possible to store information about the 
time that the visit occurred, banner name/id, earlier number of visits and what tracker that referred the visitor. It 
is thereby possible to implement a tracking function on the main site, e.g. in the signup process or the sale 
system. 
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5 Design of the software implementation for the OAMP 
The OAMP project consists of a back end system and two front end parts where one is official and the other one 
is unofficial. 
 
The official part of the front end, the publishing system, would view advertisement material in form of banners 
and eventually other graphical material for the visitors. The publishing system would also function close together 
with the technical back end solution and will be used to collect data about the visitor. The collected data is stored 
in databases and analyzed for future deterministic purposes when viewing advertisement material. 
 
The unofficial part of the front end, the OAMP Admin Control System (OAMP ACS), is an administrative 
graphical user interface that is used to present statistics and allow management of the banners.  
 
The back end system would collect data, process and store the statistics via the official part of the front end. The 
statistics is used to view relevant information in a graphical user interface for the administrators. 
 

5.1 Information for the affiliates 
The affiliates will be presented with information about what using the OAMP could mean in terms of 
advantages, e.g. less manually work for them and better CTR and higher conversion ratio. 
 
No specific details about the statistics will be shared, since giving out statistics with information about how each 
banner convert could be sensitive information to give competitors. 
 
The affiliates would however be able to see the results after implementing the OAMP on their web pages by 
noticing differences in the presentation of their total leads or sales results in the same way as before since the 
same stand alone affiliate tracking software will be used. This is however depending on how much information 
the advertiser shares with the affiliate in the main affiliate program. 
 

5.2 Official front end 

5.2.1 Banner publishing 
The screenshot on the next page is a draft of how the affiliate banner publishing console could look like. By 
checking boxes under “category”, “brand” and “language” respectively it is possible to choose what specific 
banner material that you want to show. 
 
This console is preferably implemented in a similar way together with the rest of the marketing tools that the 
affiliates have access to. 
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Also the size of the banner should be chosen to fit into the reserved space at the webpage. By filling in a 
“Tracker ID” for each brand different Tracker ID’s could be used for each brand. The “Prefer brand” drop down 
list gives the affiliate an opportunity to choose a brand from which the banners will be rotated for those of the 
visitors that does not have JavaScript support. 
 
When checking each box and filling in the appropriate data in the GUI console above the JavaScript code is 
automatically generated and available for the affiliate to insert at his or her webpage with just a copy and paste.  
  
 

 
 
 
 

Draft of how the affiliate banner publishing console could look like. 

Example of how the OAMP code for publishing banner could be presented for the affiliate, ready to be 
copied and pasted into their webpage source code. 
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This is a screenshot of how the banners could be implemented at an affiliate webpage. Depending on what the 
affiliate writes about he would choose different categories and brands that fit into the context.  
 

5.3 Unofficial front end 

5.3.1 Administrative system 
The staff from the advertisement company will have access to the Online Advertisement Management Program 
Admin Control System (OAMP ACS). 
 
In the OAMP ACS the advertiser administrators have the possibility to see statistics about the marketing material 
and add or remove new elements, handle current categories or brands and languages.  
 
This is the menu system where the advertise company’s OAMP administrators will manage everything and see 
statistics for the running campaigns and special settings. Description for all the features implemented in the 
OAMP ACS will now be described further together with the specific functionality explained. 
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5.3.1.1 Manage 

This is the section of the OAMP ACS where all management of banner material, brands, categories and 
languages are made. Also the settings for the logging, landing pages and forward URL are made here. 

5.3.1.1.1 Manage banner material 

In the management for banner material part of the OAMP ACS it is possible to add, remove or edit settings for 
the current banners. The material is separated per brand and it is possible to sort the banner material according to 
enabled/disabled, banner id, type, banner name, category, language, width or height to further increase the 
possibility to manage the banners. 
 
Here is the advertiser able to enable/disable a specific banner for a temporary period of time. This could be used 
for example if you want to run special promotion banners during a weekend or for a specific sport event. 
 

 
 

5.3.1.1.2 Manage brands 

Here the advertiser has the possibility to manage 
the different brands. If the advertiser temporary 
wants to disable a whole brand they can do that 
from here. This could for example be used if a 
server is down for unplanned maintenance. 
 
By disabling a specific brand that brand will not be 
included in the banner material rotated at the 
affiliate web pages, but instead be replaced with 
best suitable banner material for one of the other 
brands in the same category.
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5.3.1.1.3 Manage categories 

This is where the advertiser manages the different 
categories for which you have banner material for the 
different brands. 
 
Normally if the advertiser has temporary promotions 
they would just add new banners into the promotion 
category but if they for a longer, but still temporary 
period of time want to allow the affiliates to promote a 
special category it is possible to add that category here 
and let them run the campaign. 
 
When the campaign is over it is possible to disable that 
category and other banner material will be chosen in the 
same brand and language category. This way no banner 
material that no longer is active will be viewed. 
 

5.3.1.1.4 Manage languages 

This is where you add, delete or manages the different 
language groups that you have banner material in. 
 
If the advertiser want to target a new country with their 
promotions it is possible to just add a new language 
here, add the new banners in the banner management 
section and it will instantly be available for the 
affiliates to publish. 
 
If an affiliate has specified the alternative “All 
languages” for his banner presentation the banners in 
the new language will automatically be included in the 
coming presentation when suitable. 
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5.3.1.1.5 Manage log settings 

In this section it is possible to enable logging for 
specific tracker id’s that the advertiser wants to 
investigate or analyze further. 
 
By adding a log entry for a tracker it is possible to 
see the specific number of banner impressions for 
that specific tracker, how many of the visitors that 
had JavaScript and/or Flash support and also what 
browser they used. 
 
When logging a specific tracker id the advertiser 
will also be able to see the URL referrers that those 
visitors came from. This enables the possibility to 
see what specific web pages an affiliate has 
published the banner material at and which of those 
pages are most successful in supplying visitors. 
 
Further it is possible to enable click position 
logging for specific banners. By enabling the logging of click position of a specific banner it is possible to see if 
there is a specific x/y-coordinate at the banner that is more common that the users point to when clicking the 
banner. This kind of data could be interesting to gather e.g. if the banner has a painted “click here” button on the 
banner. 
 
The results from these log settings could be viewed under the “Settings” section in the OAMP ACS. 
 

5.3.1.1.6 Manage landing pages 

In this section the advertiser could manage the 
forwarding of visitors for specific trackers or 
specific banners. This could be done to 
forward visitors for all promotion banners to a 
specific landing page or forward all visitors for 
a specific affiliate’s tracker to a landing page. 
 
This enables the possibility for the advertiser 
to manage the forwarding to a landing page for 
a specific affiliate instead of depending on the 
affiliate itself to change this in his static 
banner code. If an affiliate would be upgraded 
to a new landing page the advertiser could 
manage this directly and then notify the 
affiliate that this has been done. This creates 
an effective management environment together 
with the affiliates. 
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5.3.1.1.7 Manage forwarding URLs 

This is where the advertiser manages the 
default forward URLs for the different brand 
and categories. If the banner or tracker does 
not have a landing page connection specified 
this default forwarding URL will be used. 
 
Normally each brand would have a default 
forwarding URL specified here, but if there is 
a category forwarding URL set that will 
override the brand forwarding URL. This 
means that an advertiser could add a specific 
forwarding URL for e.g. the category Affiliates 
and regardless within what brand the banner is, 
the visitor will be redirected to that specific 
forwarding URL instead of the brand 
forwarding URL. 

5.3.1.2 Statistics 

In this section of the OAMP ACS all the statistics for the 
banners and special logging could be reviewed. 
 

5.3.1.2.1 Banner statistics 

In the banner statistics section it is possible for the 
advertiser to see all gathered statistics for the banner 
material. 
 
It is possible to see the statistics for the banner material 
split into clicks per banner, type, category, brand, 
language, width or height. It is also possible to show the 
statistics with two of the parameters giving e.g. clicks per 
banner per country or clicks per banner per width. This gives the advertiser the possibility to use gathered 
statistics in the best way possible after their own needs and preference. 
 
Sorting each column of the statistics according to a descending or ascending order is also a feature added to 
make sure that the advertiser has the possibility to analyze the statistics in the best way possible. 
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5.3.1.2.1.1 Banner language statistics 

When publishing the banners also the language could be specified in advance but if the affiliate does not 
specifically sets a language the banner with best statistics would be viewed. The banner statistics could therefore 
be viewed for a specific country and see which of the banners that is the best. 
 
This means that if an affiliate in e.g. Denmark wants to publish a banner within a specific category and brand he 
could just leave the language checkbox set to “All” or maybe check “Danish” and “English”. If a visitor from 
Denmark then visits the webpage the OAMP system would automatically choose the banner that has the best 
previous statistics for the Danish visitors, no matter if it is an English or Danish banner. This solution would 
make it possible for the advertiser to see what banner language that is the best in a specific country. 
 

5.3.1.2.2 Browsers and referrers statistics 

Here the advertiser can see the specific data for those trackers specific logging has been enabled. The data 
collected for these trackers are the number of banner impressions that totally has been performed, how many of 
the visitors that had JavaScript and/or Flash support and also what browser they used. This way the advertiser 
knows what the mix of visitors that a specific affiliate has. If an important affiliate has many visitors without 
Flash support or JavaScript enabled this could indicate that the creative department should focus on creating 
more regular image banners instead of banners of the Flash type. 
 

 
 
The referrer logging creates the opportunity for the advertiser to see what pages are the best for delivering 
visitors and thereby initiate contact with the affiliate with specific wishes that the banners should receive an even 
better visible position at that webpage. 
 
If the advertiser receives indications of that the affiliate presents the banner material on web pages that does not 
comply with the agreement between the affiliate and advertiser it would be easy to enable logging for those 
specific trackers. This would make it possible to see if the affiliate for example sends spam to discussion forums 
with his tracker link. Since the advertiser could be harmed by being connected with spam they do not want this 
to happen. It is otherwise a hard task to find this type of behaviour but with this logging and concrete evidence it 
would be possible for the advertiser to take action against the affiliate. 
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5.3.1.2.3 Click position statistics 

With click position logging enabled for a banner it would be possible to see the specific x/y-coordinates where 
the visitors have clicked. If a banner with a painted “click here” button indicates a higher amount of click in that 
specific area it gives reason to believe that this could be a successful way to design banners. This could together 
with analyzing the banner statistics give enough reason to let the creative department design more banners with 
those features. 
 

 
 
This screenshot shows an example of the click distribution of a banner with a green “button”. As can be seen 
here at the top banner there are a lot of black dots just in the area where this button is placed, seen on the bottom 
banner, on one of the frames in the gif animation. 
 
Each dot represents a click on the 
banner and the size of the dots in 
the visualization is adjusted after 
how many total clicks that have 
been made on the banner to better 
visualize the distribution. That is; 
the more clicks that are logged the 
smaller dots are plotted to keep the 
precise click visualization when 
necessary. 
 

5.3.1.2.4 Simulate clicks on 
banners 

This feature is only used to 
demonstrate the click position 
distribution on banners. It simply 
randomizes a specified number of 
clicks on a specific banner between 
the given x/y-coordinates. 
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5.3.1.2.5 Administrate OAMP ACS users 

This is the part of the OAMP ACS system where the administrator could add, delete or manage users’ access 
levels in the OAMP ACS system. 
 

 
 
Different administrators could for example have different accounts that make it possible to track some of the 
actions made in the OAMP ACS system. There is also a possibility to add a user with restricted access to parts of 
the OAMP ACS. 

 
 
Users at an affiliate level can for example be added so they only would have access to the banner publishing 
system and possibility to get access to the OAMP banner code. 

 
 

5.3.1.2.6 Importing a whole set of banners 

When the advertiser in the beginning want to start using the 
OAMP it is possible that there are a whole set of banners 
that they want to use through the OAMP. Instead of adding 
each banner one by one this import feature parse through a 
XML file and insert the banners into the database. When 
this is done all banner material can be managed directly 
through the normal banner management section in the 
OAMP ACS. 
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5.3.1.2.7 GeoIP information 

The GeoIP information for countries connected to specific IP blocks is imported from the free MaxMind IP to 
country CSV file28. The import function is available for the responsible OAMP technical staff to update the 
GeoIP information when necessary. 

5.4 Back end 
The software back end of the OAMP is the part that stores, retrieves and updates all data and statistics that is 
used to decide what banner that should be used for that specific user. 

5.4.1 Statistics 
The statistics for each unique banner and brand will be saved continuously. If the advertisement manager wants 
to restart the statistics it is possible to do a single banner statistics reset or a full reset of all statistics. 
 
The statistics for the banners will be examined according to click through rate based on CTR for each target 
group (according to geographic origin). The banner with the best CTR for that target group will be retrieved and 
viewed for the visitor. At the same time the new statistics will be stored in the database. 

5.4.2 Database 
The database used to store the data for the OAMP is MySQL but could easily be changed to a different database. 
 
The OAMP uses one database with 16 different tables. These tables are explained below. 
 
Adminlevels – Stores the OAMP ACS user levels. 
Admins - Stores the current OAMP ACS user accounts. 
Banners – Stores all the banners that are available in the OAMP. 
Bannertypes – Stores what different banner types that should be available in the OAMP. 
Brands – Stores what brands that are available in the OAMP. 
Categories - Stores what categories that are available in the OAMP. 
Forwardurl – Stores the forwarding URLs for the brands and categories 
Geoip – Stores the country information for the specific IP blocks. 
Landingpages – Stores landing page connections for specific brands or tracker id’s. 
Languages – Stores what languages that are available in the OAMP. 
Log_browsers – Log for the tracker ids with hits and browser statistics. 
Log_clickpos – Log for the banner click positions. 
Log_referrers – Log for the tracker referrers. 
Log_stats – Log for the banners and previous behaviour of the visitors. 
Settings – Settings for the log of setting types, e.g. click position and browser statistics. 
Settingtypes – Available setting types for the logging, e.g. click position and browser statistic. 

5.5 Load balancing 
The design of the OAMP implementation enables the possibility to split different affiliate users onto different 
database servers. This is possible thanks to that the visitors from the same country only uses one database table. 
By using GeoIP lookup directly when retrieving the banner it would be possible to decide at which database 
server the entry should be stored. 
 
The banner material is the main bandwidth consumer and since the banner material is not stored in the database 
but in a whole separate file system and called via HTTP from the OAMP, it is possible to load balance the 
retrieval of them very easy with for example round robin29. 
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6 The live test of the OAMP 

6.1 Live testing 
There has been heavy work load at Ongame E-Solutions AB during the autumn, with the introducing of three 
new brands and thereby a lot of additional features implemented. The upcoming sale of Ongame to the Austrian 
company BetAndWin is another fact that has invoked on the plans of a live testing of the OAMP in a bigger 
scale. Therefore there will be no live tests for the OAMP with Ongame brands included in this report as planned 
from the beginning. 
 
Live testing is instead performed on websites belonging to the Internet consultant company ME Data. The test 
period is three weeks around the clock. 

6.2 Comparison 
We want to compare the results from the OAMP implementation with a traditional banner rotation system to see 
if there are any noticeable differences in terms of efficiency. 

6.2.1 Efficiency 
Click through rate is the measurement that we use to describe how effective our different banners are in terms of 
reaching out to the visitors. The banner material with a higher click through ratio is considered more efficient 
than a banner material with a lower click through ratio. 

6.2.2 Traditional banner rotation system 
Our definition of a traditional banner rotation system is a publishing system that simply rotates a number of 
predefined banners. The rotation system has no additional features whatsoever and therefore has no adaptive 
learning and takes no regard to the geographical origin of the visitor.  

6.3 Gathering test statistics 
It is important to gather statistics for the OAMP and the traditional banner rotation system under the same 
external conditions. Therefore we will try to eliminate the differences in the conditions as far as possible. 

6.3.1 Internal conditions 
The internal conditions are the conditions within the banner systems, defined to be as the following, without 
internal order of importance. 

1. Technical support for viewing the banner material. 
2. Banner category and message. 
3. Banner language. 
4. Banner size. 
5. Banner position on the webpage. 

6.3.2 Eliminating the internal conditions 
We eliminate the internal condition 1 by using only regular image banners. This is done since the traditional 
banner rotation system does not handle the viewing of banners for visitors lacking support for specific technical 
features. For example the percentage of Flash banners of the total banner material would otherwise have to be 
taken into account since this easily could invoke on the test results when having a few number of banners. 
 
We eliminate the rest of the internal conditions, number 2, 3 and 4 by using exactly the same banners in the two 
banner systems. By doing this we till eliminate otherwise possible differences in category (layout and message), 
language and thereby also size of the banner that could appeal different to the visitors. 
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The banner position on the webpage was fixed during the whole test and therefore we could eliminate the 
internal condition number 5. 

6.3.3 External conditions 
The external conditions are the conditions that we can not control, defined to be as the following, without 
internal order of importance. 

1. The time period during the day, week and year. 
2. World events that might have effect on the Internet traffic to the websites in general. 
3. Loading and reloading a web page. 
4. The visitor. 
5. The website. 

6.3.4 Eliminating the external conditions 
We eliminate the external conditions 1 and 2 by running the test of the two systems simultaneously at the same 
websites during the same time period. We use a script that randomly at 50 percentages of the times show an 
OAMP banner and the other 50 percentage show a banner from the traditional banner rotation system. 
 
We have decided to use a randomized view of the banners since statically differentiating between the OAMP and 
the traditional system e.g. each other time could otherwise, depending on the behaviour of the visitor reloading a 
web page, invoke on the test result. With this we have eliminated the external condition number 3. 
 
The external condition number 4, the visitor, is not possible to eliminate since the visitors are different by 
definition. We however suggest that by eliminating the other external conditions and running the test during a 
longer period of time, including more visitors in the test, the specific characteristics of each unique visitor would 
be of less importance. 
 
The website is an external condition, number 5 that also can not be eliminated since we have to rely on a smaller 
number of sites in this test. By using a higher amount of different websites and with higher mixture of visitors in 
the target group it would however be possible to minimize the influence. 

6.4 How to analyze the results 
When we have collected all the statistics we will analyze the click through rate for each banner system. We will 
also analyze the specific banner statistics for the OAMP banners to see if it is possible to read out any significant 
differences with regard to banner language and visitor origin. 
 
By doing these analyzes we will be able to notice if the implementation of the OAMP that focus on targeting the 
visitors has the advantages that we expected. 

6.5 Websites used for the test 
These are the websites that the banner systems were published on. 
 
http://www.1.nu – Start page 
http://3w.se - Virtual hosting site 
http://www.antivirusprotection.org – International Antivirus portal 
http://www.internetsupport.se – Internet Support Forum 
http://www.vaderlek.se - A Swedish weather site 
http://www.virusprogram.se – Swedish Antivirus portal 
http://www.tal.se – Speech information portal 
http://wwww.se – Human edited directory with websites 
 
The banners were also published on a number of websites that are currently under development to increase the 
impression and reach a larger target group.  
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6.6 Banner material 
One banner within each category and in each language, giving a total of 35 different banners, was used. 

6.6.1 Categories 
We used banners within five different categories. The categories included in the test period were 
Travel/Vacation, Computers, Electronics, Home and Family and Games since these categories are what from 
before have showed to be most efficient on the test websites. 

6.6.2 Language 
Banners in the 7 different languages Swedish, English, Norwegian, Finnish, German, Spanish and Italian were 
used so we would be able to see how different languages on the banners would affect the result. 

6.6.3 Size 
All banners had the width of 468 pixels and a height of 60 pixels since this is the banner space reserved on the 
test websites. 

7 Test results and conclusions 

7.1 Test results 
The gathered statistics that we based the results and conclusions on are a total of nearly 500 000 banner 
impressions. 
 
This is the geographical spread among the visitors to the 
websites during the test period. 

70% of the visitors came from Sweden. 
7% of the visitors came from Finland. 
6% of the visitors came from the United States. 
5% of the visitors came from Norway. 
5% of the visitors came from Denmark. 
3% of the visitors came from the United Kingdom 
3% of the visitors came from Germany. 
1% of the visitors came from other countries. 
 
 
 
By analyzing the test results we could see the most 
significant difference in banner efficiency between the 
OAMP and traditional banner system was for the banners 
with a language matching the visitors’ geographical origin. 
 
We could see a significantly higher CTR (+35% to +50%) at the banners for a specific visitor geographic origin 
matching the language of that banner in the OAMP system than on the same banners in the traditional banner 
system. 
 
We could also see that both the Swedish and Norwegian visitors clicked banners in Swedish, English and 
Norwegian in higher extent than the Finnish, German, Spanish and Italian banners. For the Finnish visitors the 
Swedish and English banners had higher CTR than the rest of the banner languages. 
 
It was not possible to draw definite conclusions for specific banners for the rest of the languages due to lack of 
statistical ground. 
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7.2 Conclusions 
The intended objectives have been reached with this work. A software implementation that dynamically adjusts 
to support a big variation of the visitors’ different setup has been created and the management tools are 
numerous. It was seen in the report how the geographical data for IP address lookup would be used in the best 
way to support the advertisement program in optimizing the viewing of the banners. 
 
From the live tests that were made we can see that it is necessary to perform a test with more visitors and with a 
higher variation of the geographical mixture to get more specific results and conclusions. This can be achieved 
by increasing the length of the test period and/or add more websites to the live test to get a larger amount of 
visitors. 
 
We received statistics from the live test that show that the OAMP implementation compared to the traditional 
banner system had higher click through ratio on the banners for a specific visitor geographic origin matching the 
language of that banner with the OAMP. 
 
Even if the statistical results from the live test could not be used to define a minimum or maximum increase of 
CTR we see that the usage of OAMP has a high probability to increase the CTR. We have thereby increased the 
efficiency of the advertisement campaigns. This result has to be considered a successful result for our 
implementation. 
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8 Future 
Future work that could be done is for example to connect the impression and click statistics together with the 
tracking of leads or sales. This way we would be able to show statistics for a visitor the whole way from a click 
on an affiliate’s webpage to revenue for the advertiser. This has already been prepared for by setting a cookie 
with the relevant information needed for the feature. 
 
As mentioned in the conclusions it could also be interested to do more covering testing to receive more specific 
test results that would make it possible to see further interesting trends. 
 
According to the Institute for Advertising and Media Statistics (IRM)30 the market for online advertising has 
been predicted for the year 2006 to increase by 26 percent and reach almost two billion SEK31.  
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9.1 General references 
- The 6 Bone Registry Database Web Interface 

http://eng.hexago.com/6bone/registry/ 
 
- IANA - Internet Protocol Version 6 Address Space 

http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space 
 
- IANA – IP Address Services 

http://www.iana.org/ipaddress/ip-addresses.htm 
 
 
- Ongame E-Solutions AB 

http://www.ongame.com 
 
- PokerRoom.com 

http://www.pokerroom.com 
 
- HoldemPoker.com 

http://www.holdempoker.com 
 
- eCardroom.com 

http://www.ecardroom.com 
 
- EuroPoker.com 

http://www.europoker.com 
 

- TV.nu 
http://www.tv.nu 

 
- Väderlek.se 

http://mob.vaderlek.se 
 
- StatCounter 

http://www.statcounter.com 
 
- Extreme Tracking 

http://extreme-dm.com/ 
 

- TradeDoubler 
http://www.tradedoubler.com 
 

- Advertising.com 
http://www.advertising.com 

 
- DoubleClick 

http://www.doubleclick.com/us/ 
 
- Google AdSense 

http://www.google.com/adsense 
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- Google AdWords 
http://www.google.com/adwords 

 
- DoubleNet 

http://www.double.se 
 
- Zanox 

http://www.zanox.de/ 
 

- ARIN – American Registry for Internet Numbers 
http://www.arin.net/ 

 
- RIPE NCC – RIPE Network Coordination Centre 

http://www.ripe.net/ 
 
- APNIC – Asia Pacific Network Information Centre 

http://www.apnic.net/ 
 
- LACNIC 

http://lacnic.net/en/ 
 
- AfriNIC 

http://www.afrinic.net/about.htm 
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10 Definitions, acronyms and abbreviations 
 
CPA – Cost per action 
 
CPC – Cost per click. 
 
CPL – Cost per lead 
 
CPM – Cost per thousands impressions/views 
 
CPS – Cost per sale 
 
CPT – Cost per time 
 
CR – Conversion Ratio 
 
CSV – Comma Separated Value. 
Describes in what format the data is stored (e.g. in a file). 
 
CTR – Click Through Rate. 
Describes the number of clicks compared to the number of impressions/views. 
 
GeoIP – Geographic Internet Protocol. 
Used for describing the geographical connection to IP addresses. 
 
IANA - Internet Assigned Numbers Authority 
 
IPv4 – Internet Protocol version 4 
 
IPv6 – Internet Protocol version 6 
 
OAMP – Online Advertisement Management Program 
 
OAMP ACS – Online Advertisement Management Program Administration Control System 
 
PPA – Pay per action 
 
PPC – Pay per click. 
 
PPL – Pay per lead 
 
PPM – Pay per thousands impressions/views 
 
PPS – Pay per sale 
 
PPT – Pay per time 




